
 

Informed consent to record and use images* 
 
 

I, the undersigned, ______________________________________________  

And _________________________________________________________ 

Hereby declare that I am legally of age,  

Date of birth ________________________ Place of birth _________________________ 

Address_________________________________________________________________ 

 

Authorize …………………………………………………… to capture and use my image on the 
occasion of PIROI’s photo contest “PIROI: 20 years of cooperation”.  
 
Moreover, I hereby authorise, the FRC to distribute and reproduce these photos of me for all 
purposes of internal and external communication, fundraising, and for information about its 
activities.  
 
This authorisation is granted free of charge for the whole world and for any form of use, in 
particular for publication, re-publication and reproduction in number, for publication on any 
existing or future medium of print or in existing or future electronic form, in practical guides, 
brochures, on any website or social media belonging to the FRC or operated under its 
responsibility. 
 
I also authorise the FRC to grant use to third parties, in particular to partners associated with 
the above-mentioned event who may request use thereof in order to promote the theme of 
the event.   
 
The foregoing is on condition that any captions associated with publication of my image do 
not harm my reputation or privacy. 
 

I am informed that any information collected is subject to computer processing.  
 
I am aware that, in accordance with the French law on Information Technology, Data Files 
and Civil Liberties of 6 January 1978, amended in 2004, I have the right to access and rectify 
my personal information, a right which I can exercise by contacting the French Red Cross at 
DCDR, 98 rue Didot, 75014 Paris. I am also aware that I am entitled, on legitimate grounds, 
to object to the processing of any data relating to me. 
 

 

On _______________________ at _______________________  

 

Signature, preceded by the words 'read and approved' 

 

* for individuals of legal age  


